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p. 12 When all the:partsof the 1iteraryàrganim have been accumulated' for-
-

tuitously intbë-tide of history_ for like attrcts like the idea which 1t

embodies becomes apparent for -the f1±st time`,, being the résült of the.process

instead of its cause

It is unlikely, of course; tht'nyon would 'défehdthis method pf inquiry

consciously and.onprtndiple th :the adc1.form. ±n which -I -have stated it; but

I find much of it -to be imllcit, nevrths1ess,- in, what has been written about the

growth of literary forms, and. Irnyseif in the past have often been misled by it.

In the absence of a positive and well econizèd theory.s'to "how literature

evolves, the fami1ir concepts' Of biological -evolution', with 11 their-prestige

as science., hadrnovediritô tievacuuhias it wéiëbydéfau1t', unnoticedánd un-

challenged, so that what i:onceded to b valid' in the method of the one-discipline

is often thought&sslr assumèd to beso 1n the other.- -
- - :

The anal




ogytofbió1bgic1evoiution is false and misleading ii -the realm of

literary history, bCáausbitin'ores the human will and capacity to create. new' forths

at frequent intervals in rspônse to its 'own''spiritua or:
inteliecti41

needs.3

p. 331 Footnote 3
Anyon whóthnks or' writes about the.- oxigins -of literary: forms would

do well to ponder carefully what Wellek and Warren (PP-267 f.) have to say
about the descent of literary genres on the: a1ogyof biologicalevolution
as represented by Brunetiere's theory. This is a subject to which I shall
eturinèar the en of this ch,pter-(p-. 37) in tihe critique 'of- Ludv-ikovsky's
theory of how the Greek romance originated.

p. 12 These needs, which varry gret1y with time, plce. readers addressed, and the

author's personality, broadly considered., may be either those of society a a whole

or a large part of it, corresponding to important phases of its outlook and interests,
H -' H

or they may be only those of an individual writer.j Y,

p. 13 In writing on the history of the English novel no one would attempt to trace

p line, of development by successive stages of imitation or precedent running through
-

all the separate novels from Richardson to Joyce, because- and perhaps only because -

too many of the varieties would be seen at once to be simultaneous in appearance,

or eccentric, or reverse in their tendency, with the result that the supposed line
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